The process of mutual adjustment of pressure and velocity distribution is discussed as an initial value problem, using a linearized barotropic or baroclinic model. It is shown that the velocity field is likely to be adjusted to the large scale pressure disturbance and the pressure field is likely to be adjusted to the small scale velocity disturbance.
Introduction
It has long been asked the reason why the large scale atmospheric motion is in geostrophic balance (e.g. Rossby, 1937) .
Since the geostrophic approximation has been introduced to filter out meteorologically unwanted noise (Charney, 1948; Hinkelman, 1951) , remarkable progresses have been achieved both in physical explanation of large scale meteorological phenomena and in numerical technique of weather forecasting even without detailed knowledge.
In order, however, to get the higher acuracy in the numerical weather forecasting, we are naturally forced to go back to complete understanding of dynamical processes in the atmosphere (Monin and Obukhov, 1959) . At the same time, the use of primitive equations for the numerical weather prediction have been studied by many authors (Charney, 1955; Gambo,1957) . Thereby the problem of initial data is an important subject to eliminate the noise motion with high frequencies (Phillips, 1960) . The gravity waves, which have been considered as a meteorologically unwanted noise, could have certain significance on particular type of disturbances.
On the other hand, the acoustic waves and convective oscillation are to be excluded so far as the extremely small scale phenomena are not taken into consideration.
Therefore the simplified dynamical where H is the height of the homogeneous atmosphere and Q=gH/cpTdq/dt~QThe geocpT dt potential 0 for the system (1.2) , , (1.3) and (1.6)' should be read as *=gh where h is the elevation of the free surface.
Obviously gH appearing in the coefficient of the first term on the right hand side gives the square of the external gravity wave. As a conclusion, we can point out the following facts for the final stage :
1. When the scale of disturbances is large, the motion is likely to be adjusted to the pressure field.
2. When the scale of disturbances is small, the pressure field is likely to be adjusted to the motion.
Because the noise fields are propagated outside the system in a very short time (Monin & Obukhov, 1959) . Concerning the noise part, we can also point out :
3. The significant part of the noise will be found in motion for large scale disturbances and in pressure field for small scale disturbances.
4.
Ouasi This noise may cause a serious trouble for a larger scale disturbance when the n-effect is considered, because the factor (1-F) 112 in 
Conclusion
In both of barotropic and baroclinic atmosphere, three types of motion are possible.
One is in quasi-geostrophic balance and the other two are unbalanced gravity-inertial waves.
In case ' the pressure disturbance is given initially, resulting balanced field is larger for large scale disturbance than for small scale disturbance.
In case, on the other hand, rotational velocity disturbance is given initially, resulting balanced field is larger for small scale disturbance than for large scale disturbance.
The effect of the initially given divergence is smaller on the resulting balance field and its maximum contribution is found in the intermediate scale around the wave length L=Lc.
The initial unbalanced field gives rise to gravity-inertial wave, which appears mostly in pressure field when the scale is extremely small and in velocity field when the scale is extremely large. Gravity-inertial wave would also be induced by the pure geostrophic initial condition when the basic current and! or *-effect is present, the latter having increasingly large effect on larger scale disturbances.
Quasi-geostrophic initial condition, however, might reduce the trouble very much.
Heating would also cause gravity-inertial wave, especially in the velocity field. The effect on the pressure field appears selectively in the intermediate scale of the order of Lc. As to the stationary field, heating would result in divergence, especially when • it is applied in larger scale, and geostrophically unbalanced stationary field would also take place under the effect of diffusion. It is suggested that the unbalanced large scale disturbance moving with a velocity within a synoptic range could possibly exist in a baroclinic system, with internal gravity waves, if the group velocity concept is introduced.
